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but in the wider Gulf region. "We have a sign language interpreter
for the deaf and dumb. They can contact us through video calls.
We provide this service to other GCC countries as well, as we
cooperate with some NGOs there," Hajri said. 

The Kuwait Rescue Team has participated in various local and
international activities, and has a GCC rescue license. "Our team
played an awareness role during our participation in the folk festi-
val held at heritage village near the border. We gave advice to vis-
itors, and at the same time we were ready to rescue any vehicle
stuck in the sand," he added. 

Member Mohammed Al-Rabia said the work of the volunteers
has had some negative effects. "One of the members who was
working in the army was fired from his job due to repeatedly leav-
ing work to rescue people. Also, some members are married and
have disabled children or family members, which consumes their
time, yet they still take out time to help people calling our team,"
he said. The team never fails to respond to calls. "We have even
pulled out heavy vehicles of the fire department or the police. But
not all calls for help are serious. Some people call us to help them
fix their cars or change flat tires. We do it for women, but men
inside city limits should be able to change their flat tires. Once I
responded to a call from a healthy young man who had a flat tire,

but he didn't know how to change it. I didn't change the tire, but
instead I taught him how to do it. He thanked me profusely," con-
cluded Hajri.

Mobile number of the deaf and dumb interpreter:
98808767, 

The team's account on :
Instagram: Kuwait.rescue.team
Twitter: Kwrescueteam
Snapchat: rescue.team 

Local rescue time, led by Mohammed Saif Al-Hajri, has rescued hundreds of people stranded in remote areas of Kuwait's deserts. The team works with the Ministry of Interior and
offers a service for hearing and sight impaired. 


